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Introduction
When one passes to the incompressible limit in the theory of elasticity~ a special formulation is required. A pressure-like variable is introduced as an unknown and, concomitantly, an additional equation, restricting the motion to be isochoric, must be satisfied. The pressure variable is interpreted as the force which maintains this constraint.
In principle, the usual formulation of elasticity covers all other unconstrained cases. However, it has been discovered in the application of finite element methods that for nearly-incompressible cases numerical problems are encountered with the usual formulation of the theory.
These problems have been dealt with in two ways. Recently, Fried [6] has provided insight into what goes wrong with the usual formulation for the linear isotropic case. As a remedy he suggests underintegrating the troublesome portion of the strain energy.
Computations performed by Naylor [7] yield results consistent with 
Herrmann Formulation Finite Element Equations. As in the previous
case, the displacements of the finite element equations are given in terms of the shape functions Na, a E {1,2,3,4}. However, the pressure variable p is assumed to be constant over each element. As a result p can be solved for in terms of the corresponding element nodal displacements, viz.
where Ae is the area of the eth element and
The equilibrium equation for node a and direction a corresponding to 
Equivalence of the Elements
To explicitly compute the element stiffness coefficients it is necessary to obtain some preliminary relations. We sunmarize the pertinent results as fellows:
.~ Na,~ 'Nb,n -Na,n Nb,f; = ~6 {~anb(l + nan.+ f;bf;) -~b na(l + E;af; + nbn)} (no sum) 7 (no sum on a)
In the preceding relations, To corroborate the analysis a numerical example was run using both the elements described above. The configuration is illustrated in Fig. 2 
